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 In our day to day life media especially mass media including films and internet have 
a very huge impact to shape the minds of the society. Mumbai Police is a movie in 
Malayalam with a gay character as the hero. The role is played by the super star actor 
Prithviraj Sukumaran. The movie is narrated by using flashback techniques. 
Homosexuality is a main theme in this movie. The story is somewhat complicated in 
which the police officer is assigned to solve his own crime. This paper is an analysis 
of the gay male identity in Mumbai Police. This paper also analysis why people, even 
gay activists are divided by arguing this film as ‘pro gay’ or ‘anti gay’.  This paper 
studies the defects of portraying the character. 
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Mumbai police was a commercially successful movie and is a landmark in the history 
of Indian cinema since the main character is enacted by the super star actor Prithviraj 
as Antony Moses, as gay. Antony Moses is the protagonist and an alpha-male law 
enforcing officer. This film is about this police officer criminal assigned to solve his 
own crime that he had already solved before an accident caused him to have amnesia. 
The story is full of flash back techniques, psychological thrillers and other fillers that 
make it very interesting. There are some psychological pitfalls in this film Some gay 
activists say this film as pro gay while some others are of the opine that this movie is 
anti gay. So in order to analysis this complexly narrated film one wants to do a deeper 
analysis on why Antony Moses became a killer and why he later repented.  

The Indian mainstream film did represent gay people in their films but they are used 
with hyper feminity and as sub characters, just for comic purpose. But the film 
Mumbai Police is totally different that the hero of the film itself is a gay character and 
more than that the role was played by the leading super star actor Pritviraj Sukumaran 
who needs applause for showing guts to do such a role. The Hindi film Dostana(2008) 
portrayed the leading characters as gays. But they in the story of the film were 
pretending as gays and their real intention was to get a rental accommodation. But in 
Mumbai Police Pritviraj plays the role of gay showing the male-male romantic 
relationship.  

Although the gay lover of Antony Moses is depicted as a coxcomb and a flamboyant 
person, the hero behaved like an alpha male. We should remember that there are 
varying degrees and categories of masculinity. The reflection of Antony Moses’ gay 
lover’s masculinity may be in tune with his profession - flight attendant. The hyper 
masculine role of Antony Moses is the reflection of his job- police officer. 

One of the major objections against this film by the gay activists is that it brands gays 
as psychotic killers. This is too much a generalisation since even in mainstream 
movies we can see heroes murder villains but we won’t brand them as anti straight. 

Abstract 
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According to the script writer Bobby Sanjay, the violence and aggression in Mumbai 
Police is because of hidden gay identity. Hidden homosexuality may lead to various 
psychological consequences including Shame, Indifference, Depression, Paranoia, 
Spirituality, Feminity, Anxiety, Hyper Masculinity, Aggression, Misogyny... etc. The 
manifestation of repressed or oppressed sexuality can be different in different people 
and it is human psyches way of dealing with it, either expressing it through indirect 
means or by over compensating for it through diametrically opposite external 
behaviour. So in this context we can understand Misogyny, Hyper masculinity and 
Aggression of Antony Moses. The central theme of this film is the consequences of 
someone else exposing, or threatening to expose deeply hidden homosexuality of a 
powerful male. The ethics of forcefully outing is a well- known topic of public 
debates. 

There are mainly three intimate circles for a person say Family, Friends and 
Colleagues. If a person’s gay identity is revealed to these three circles, he will face 
different types of stressful counter reactions. To Kishor Kumar, one of the openly gay 
LGBT activists these aforesaid three groups are, “disjoint non intersecting set of 
people and a gay person can choose to reveal his identity to only some of these 
groups. For example, family may know but not friends and colleagues; or friends may 
know but not family and colleagues and the like.” 

People like Antony Moses are in ‘deep closet’ and their identity is unknown to all 
those three groups. In the case of Antony Moses the three groups are not at all disjoint 
but interact and intersect. Aryan Jacob (Jayasurya) who threatened to out him at work, 
is both a close friend and a colleague. His boss Farhan (Rahman) is not only a 
colleague but also a family member since Farhan is married to his sister. So Aryan 
outing him will result in serious consequences for Antony Moses, who will have to 
face various types of responses from these three sections. Moreover, since Antony 
Moses being a public figure like Assistant Police Commissioner, he will also have an 
anxiety about the news. He will smell the danger of ruining his career. Above all his 
boyfriend was really terrified by hearing the threat of Aryan Jacob. When a person 
simultaneously experiences such multiple stresses and anxieties, his mental 
equilibrium can collapse. For a person with depressive personality, it can lead to 
clinical depression and even suicide. But for someone like Antony Moses who 
possesses a manic personality and someone who practises violence by routine as  a 
part of his police profession, it can lead to psychosis or even murder. Suicide and 
murder can be regarded as the two sides of the same coin- one is an escape from the 
serious mental pain by killing oneself whereas in the other, the person causing severe 
mental pain is killed off in an attempt to stop the pain. Hence the reaction of Antony 
Moses under such circumstances is explainable in current Indian society where 
homosexuality is oppressed religiously, culturally, legally and medically. The movie 
sheds light on the dangers of having to completely hide one’s homosexuality. 
Therefore it will be really inappropriate to brand this movie as anti-gay. 

Many gay activists accused that the movie suggests that homosexuality can be cured 
through a severe head injury. The movie assumes that the amnesia caused by the 
accident resulted in the patient forgetting his homosexuality. This is a creative license 
that the movie makers have taken and have explained in interviews that they could not 
locate a gay person with amnesia in the whole world to corroborate their theory. 
Temporary forgetting homosexuality is not equal to curing homosexuality by 
replacing it with heterosexuality. 
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The neurosurgeon character in the movie, played by Swetha Menon explains about 
the pre -amnesic and post-amnesic avatars of Antony Moses as, “he won’t know pre 
amnesic Antony Moses- his behaviour attitude and preferences”. We cannot guess if 
she meant sexual orientation also when she said preference. LGBT activists 
discourage the using of the term sexual preference instead of sexual orientation. 
Preferring is more like preferring tea to coffee or any willing habit. But orientation is 
totally different. A male homosexual cannot get sexually attracted to a woman even if 
he wishes. There is another pitfall in the movie. The movie implies that Antony 
Moses after amnesia is asexual until he regains his memories related to his gay lover. 
This is a psychological error in this movie. A person with just amnesia and certified 
by the doctor as healthy will definitely realize his sexual impulses and orientation 
through visuals of various people that he encounters in his day to day life. 

In olden times when homosexuality was considered as a mental disease, many 
psychiatrists used to try to cure it by arousing homosexual fantasies and memories of 
the patient and then applying electric shock or other aversion therapies to erase and 
de- sensitize such pleasure thoughts. These types of treatments may temporarily make 
a man asexual due to extreme psychological damage associated with such inhumane 
therapies. Once the stress caused by the treatment is over homosexual impulses came 
back intact. This is another proof for the fact that linking sexuality to just past time 
memories is a fallacy.  

Mumbai Police is basically a movie about the consequences of outing a closeted 
LGBT person. If Antony Moses had already come out as gay to his very close friend 
Aryan Jacob, ‘the gory incidents in this movie would not have occurred’ as Richard 
Isay inferred. As his thoughts, it is also a reminder to LGBT community to come out 
to people close to them. It is also a reminder to social medical and legal 
establishments to stop oppression and discrimination of LGBT citizens. 

The Indian LGBT community is slowly becoming visible in the society but many 
people still has a lot of misconceptions about them. So, when a person comes out to 
someone close to him like a family-member or friend, their initial reactions can be 
shock, disbelief or even very negative outbursts. When Aryan Jacob accidently found 
out Antony Moses as gay, his intimate reactions were very negative as follows, “ 
friendship is over, will report this to higher officials at work, I suspect if you handed 
over the award to me because you were expecting sex from me.” But in the rehearsal 
video of the award speech of Aryan, recorded later by his girl friend, we see that 
Aryan had calmed down and was very loving and supportive towards Antony, 
assuring him of life-long friendship. This was an eye opener for Antony and he felt 
intense remorse in his actions and confesses about his crime to Farhan. This is a 
beautiful message to LGBT, not to take immediate knee-jerk negative reactions of 
their close ones if they come out. They should be given sufficient time to process and 
learn about this and they will eventually become supportive after the initial shock and 
negative out bursts. 

Conclusion 

The analysis and reception of Mumbai Police is complete only if we try to find out 
why Antony Moses became a killer and why he repented his actions later. The 
movie’s overall message is a very important one, both to the LGBT minority as well 
as to the mainstream society. That is precisely why Mumbai Police was screened at 
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the 2014 Bangalore Queer Film Festival, a festival organised by LGBT community of 
Bangalore. Probably such a movie is not relevant in many other countries, especially 
in Hollywood now, because American society has progressed enough now so that 
LGBT minority can reveal their identity and still manage to have a normal life – there 
is marriage equality in many western countries. This movie is still relevant in India 
until we have a society in which a gay police officer can function smoothly in his job, 
while still being open about his love life. 
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